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Internal dielectronic excitation in highly charged ions colliding with surfaces
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Internal dielectronic excitation~IDE! is a correlated atomic physics process that takes place when the
deexcitation of a Rydberg electron is accompanied by the excitation of a more tightly bound electron, resulting
in a doubly excited inner-shell configuration. Subsequent x-ray emission involving an electron transition to a
shell that initially contained no vacancies identifies the IDE process. IDE is mediated by the electron-electron
interaction in a manner similar to a time-reversed Auger transition, and can occur during the neutralization of
a slow highly charged ion interacting with a solid where there are many Rydberg levels that can give rise to
correlated transitions to degenerate energy states. We have investigated IDE for a wide range of projectiles and
solid targets by measuring the resulting x-ray emission. The characteristic features of the x-ray spectra suggest
that IDE occurs above the surface of the solid.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.042903 PACS number~s!: 79.20.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of slow highly charged ions with surfac
has been an emerging field in atomic collision physics dur
the past decade@1,2#. Because of the large amount of pote
tial energy that very highly charged ions carry with respec
their kinetic energy, the interaction of such ions with a s
face is characterized by features such as hollow atom for
tion, large electron emission, and material ablation@1,2#.
These features are relevant for applications in nanotech
ogy such as surface analysis and surface modification.

To date, much of the work involving the interaction
highly charged ions with surfaces has dealt mainly with l
Z projectiles @2#. The dominant theoretical picture for th
different processes occurring during these interactions
been given within the framework of the classical-overbarr
model ~COB! of Burgdörfer and co-workers@3#. In this pic-
ture, an ion with its inner shell empty approaching a surfa
captures electrons resonantly into high-lying Rydberg sta
at a critical distance from the solid leading to hollow ato
formation. Due to the very short but finite time~fs! that the
ion spends above the surface, the ion is still in a hig
excited state when it enters the solid. The inverse of
plasmon frequency of the near-surface region is a chara
istic time, within which a more compact hollow atom
formed below the surface.

The fact that the inner shell~mostly K andL! of the ion
survives the close collision has already been demonstr
with low-Z ions in experiments involvingKLL Auger mea-
surements@2#. In the case of Ar171 ions striking a surface
the resulting x-ray spectrum showed that the filling of t
initial K vacancy is due to decay below the surface@4#. In
this particular case, capture takes place mainly into theM
shell and subsequent decays lead to the filling of theL and
the K shells. The main features of the observed Auger
x-ray spectrum were explained using a stepwise decay m
for the hollow atoms. Since the energy of the emitted el
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tron or photon depends on the number and shell location
the spectator electrons present at the time of decay, this
ergy can be used to determine the time of the decay.

For higherZ, highly charged ions, most of the inner she
are filled below the surface, and consequently, most of
potential energy is transferred to the degrees of freedom
the solid surface. Electron, ion, neutral particle, and x-
emission account for only;10% of the potential energy o
the slow, highly charged ion released upon collision with
surface@1#. Since the radiative rates for inner-shell vacanc
increase asZ4, the detection of x rays is the method suited
study this last stage of the neutralization process. Rece
the charge neutralization time of Th751 incident on an amor-
phous carbon foil has been estimated to be around 7 fs@5#.
The understanding of the fast decay times of inner shell
an active field of research@6,7# since it allows insight into
the way that the initial potential energy of the ion is prim
rily deposited.

Recently, a new decay process for hollow atoms that ta
place below or at the surface of a solid was identified. T
process is referred to as internal dielectronic excitation~IDE!
@8#, and its existence was inferred from the observation oM
x rays emitted from ions not containing initialM vacancies
prior to interaction with the surface. The IDE process c
come about, for example, if a 3lnl 8 (n.4) state is energeti-
cally degenerate with a 4l4l 8 state. In this case, a transitio
can occur that resonantly excites an electron from theM shell
into theN shell, creating anM vacancy, while another elec
tron from a highn state simultaneously fills a vacancy in th
N shell. This resonant transition is mediated by the electr
electron interaction in a manner analogous to a time-reve
Auger transition. The vacancy in theM shell can then sub-
sequently decay radiatively and the resulting x ray can
observed. Thus, IDE is very similar to dielectronic recom
nation ~DR!, in which an initially free electron resonantl
excites a bound electron and is itself simultaneously c
tured. Subsequent x-ray emission completes the DR pro
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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resulting in recombination of the ion. The possibility for th
occurrence of IDE is closely linked to the existence of
hollow atom that has some of its inner shells~in this case the
N shell! transiently empty and, at the same time, possess
large number of electrons in higher-lying shells. Deexcitat
of this highly excited system causes electrons to quickly c
cade through the empty shells as the system relaxes.
large number of possible transitions and the large numbe
energy configurations involved in the various decay p
cesses make the necessary energy degeneracy quite pro
@9#.

The first experimental evidence for IDE was reported
uranium projectiles incident on a Be surface@8#. Calculations
based on a Dirac-Hartree-Slater model showed 3lnl 8 states
could in fact be degenerate with a 4l4l 8 state forn>8. Fur-
thermore, the calculations indicated that the probability
IDE to occur in uranium was about 80%. Here we report n
measurements of IDE for a wide variety of projectilesZ
554– 90) impinging on different surfaces ranging fro
metal to insulator. For ions with an initial vacancy in theM
shell, a broad peak due toM x-ray emission was observed a
expected. For ions with no initialM vacancy, a peak corre
sponding toM x rays was still observed meaning that anM
vacancy was created in the interaction of the ion with
surface. Significant differences in the features of the m
suredM x-ray spectra were observed for the various proj
tiles used, but these features were essentially independe
the target.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Ions were extracted from the electron beam ion t
~EBIT! at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Io
were most often extracted at 7 keV, giving the ions a kine
energy of 7 keV3q. A few measurements were also pe
formed at 6, 5, and 3 keV3q for thorium ions. No differ-
ences in the x-ray spectra were observed due to changin
kinetic energy of the ion in this kinetic-energy range. Aft
charge-state selection, the ions were directed onto targets
consisted of;100 nm foils ~610%! of diameter 2.54 cm.
Five different foils were used in this work: Au, Ag, amo
phous carbon, Si, and SiO2 . The pressure was less than
31028 Torr. X rays were collected in transmission mo
with an IGLET-X windowless germanium detector plac
behind the foils. The detector had a resolution of;150 eV
full width at half maximum~FWHM! at 5.9 keV. The dis-
tance from the detector to the foils was 21 mm and the ac
diameter of the detector was 6 mm, giving a solid angle
;0.06 sr. X rays were recorded over the energy ra
;300–5000 eV for which the detector has an absolute e
ciency close to 100%. Corrections were made to the m
sured x-ray yields for self-absorption in the foils.

A sputter gun placed at 90° with respect to the beam
was used to clean the foils using a Xe1 beam that was di-
rected onto the foils by means of an electrostatic ben
Sputter cleaning cycles of 15 min with a 1mA beam were
performed. Cleanliness of the foils was spot-checked by s
ondary ion mass spectrometry. The same bender was us
measure the ion current while the x-ray spectra were
04290
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lected. The ion current was further calibrated against a F
aday cup biased to2300 V that could be placed at the sam
position as the foils. The energy calibration of the x-ray d
tector was performed using a radioactive55Fe source placed
into the vacuum system for the high-energy part of the m
sured x-ray range, while x-ray emission from N61 and O71

ions was used for the low-energy part. TheK x-ray energies
of these ions are known@10# and have energies very close
those of the respective neutral atoms.

Sources of error in the absolute measurement of x-
yields are the detection of x rays, the determination of
solid angle, and the determination of the integrated ion fl
At least 10 000 counts per spectrum were collected~except
for the Xe261 and below!; taking the error as the square ro
of the number of counts gives an uncertainty of less than 1
The error in the solid angle determination rests in the de
mination of the distance of the foils from the detector, whi
was determined to within 0.5 cm, yielding an error of 2.5
The determination of the integrated ion flux was to with
0.5% of the 5% of the flux that was monitored. This yields
2.6% error in the ion flux determination. The total estimat
error is 6.1%. For the ratio of two measurements the so
angle error is removed, giving a total estimated error
7.2%.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1, we show x-ray spectra resulting from the rad
tive deexcitation of incident Ni-like~no M vacancies! and
Co-like ~one M vacancy! xenon (Z554), holmium (Z
567), gold (Z579), and thorium (Z590) ions interacting
with the germanium detector surface for xenon, holmiu
gold, and thorium and a silicon foil target for xenon. F
each projectile species, the x-ray yield from ions having i
tially one vacancy in theM shell ~Co-like core!, i.e., Xe271,
Ho401, Au521, and Th631, respectively, is greater than th
yield from ions having initially noM-shell vacancies~Ni-like
core!, i.e., Xe261, Ho391, Au511, and Th621, respectively.
However, as in the work of Ref.@8#, it is significant thatM x
rays are observed for ions having no initialM vacancy. Thus,
these results point to the existence of the IDE mechanism
createM vacancies in the interaction of the ion with the so
target.

In the spectra of Fig. 1, three features are notable:
shapes, the energy shifts, and the relative intensities of thM
x-ray peak from ions with no initialM-shell vacancy com-
pared to those with an initialM-shell vacancy. First, the
width of the main peak for the Ni-like core is two to thre
times smaller than that for the Co-like core~except in the
case of xenon!. TheseM x rays consist mainly ofN→M
transitions. The main peak is due largely to unresolvedf
→3d transitions~4p→3d transitions are also possible bu
are less likely to occur and constitute a shoulder on the lo
energy side of the main peak! resulting from the multitude of
electronic configurations that arise depending on the num
of electrons captured and their distributions at the time
x-ray emission. Consequently, the narrowerM x-ray peak for
hollow ions~atoms! with no initial M-shell vacancy indicates
3-2
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FIG. 1. MeasuredM x-ray spectra for incident xenon~a,b!, holmium ~c!, gold ~d!, and thorium~e! projectiles having one~upper
spectrum! or zero~lower spectrum! initial M vacancies, respectively. The xenon spectra in~b! were taken from collisions with a silicon foil
and the xenon in~a!, holmium, gold, and thorium spectra were collected from collisions with a Ge target~i.e., the detector surface!.
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that x-ray emission takes place in the presence of fewer e
tronic configurations.

A shift in the energy of the mainM x-ray peak for the
Ni-like ions relative to the Co-like ions is also observed, w
the magnitude of the shift increasing as theZ of the projectile
04290
c-increases. For thorium, this shift reaches;250 eV whereas
almost no shift is visible in the case of the xenon project
This shift to higher energies indicates either that the aver
number of ‘‘spectator’’ electrons at the time of the decay
the Ni-like ions is smaller than for the Co-like ions, or th
3-3
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G. A. MACHICOANE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 042903
the spectator electrons exist in higher shells at the time
x-ray emission for incident Ni-like ions. In the latter cas
this would mean that the transition takes place at an ea
stage of the neutralization process of the highly charged

The third point concerns the relative intensities of t
lines corresponding to zero or one initialM vacancy, respec
tively. It is seen that the peaks for ions with no initialM
vacancy have a low-energy tail and that the intensities
these peaks are considerably smaller than those for ions
an initial M vacancy. Thus, the observedM x-ray yield is
strongly dependent on whether or not the incident ion has
initial M vacancy as expected. Furthermore, for ions t
initially have anM vacancy, the filling of this vacancy ca
occur through an electron transition from a higher sh
(O,P,...), giving rise to x rays of higher energy. The high
energy tails of the spectra shown in Fig. 1 for ions with
initial M vacancy are found to extend to the binding ene
of the 3d subshell. In the case of ions with no initialM
vacancy, the intensity of these high-energy contributions
greatly reduced indicating a weak contribution from t
higher shells.

IV. DISCUSSION

The IDE mechanism proposed in Ref.@8# can account for
the features observed in the x-ray spectra of Fig. 1. Spe
cally, to create anM-shell vacancy in an ion not initially
containing one and, subsequently, give rise toM x-ray emis-
sion, a 3d electron can be promoted to one of then54
subshells, while an electron in the one of the outermost sh
is demoted to ann54 subshell. ForM x-ray emission to
occur, either the promoted or the demoted electron mus
to the 4p or 4f level. As mentioned above, this two-electro
transition is attributed to the electron-electron interaction i
manner analogous to a time-reversed Auger transition.

Metastable states of the incoming ions as a source ofM x
rays can be ruled out. First, the distance from the trap to
target foil ~4 m! and the low velocity (,0.4vBohr) of the
extracted ions requires a lifetime longer than 1026 s for any
metastable ion striking the target. Any nonradiative~autoion-
izing! decay has already occurred in the trap@11# and radia-
tive decay would occur before the ion reached the tar
@12#. Second, the yield ofM x rays decreases smoothly fo
ions with increasingN-shell occupation for thorium and ho
mium. The probability for metastable ions would be e
pected to decay more dramatically. Third, noL x rays were
observed for Xe441, for which the ‘‘stable’’ ion has noL
vacancies. Metastable ions were also ruled out as a sour
M x rays in the IDE study by Schuchet al. @8#.

In Fig. 2, we plot the x-ray yields obtained in the case
thorium projectiles impinging on the various surfaces st
ied. Thex axis represents the incident thorium ion char
states involved in the interaction but expressed in terms
the number of vacancies in theM shell. Negative values refe
to the number of electrons present initially in theN shell. It
can be seen that the x-ray yield decreases smoothly as
number of electrons in theN shell increases for all the targe
used. This shows the role played byN vacancies in the IDE
mechanism as discussed above@8#. More important, how-
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ever, is the observation that theM x-ray yield is nearly inde-
pendent of the target used for ions with no initialM vacan-
cies. This latter result rules out molecular orbital promoti
as a mechanism for producingM vacancies since the prob
ability for such promotion would be expected to va
strongly for the wide range ofZ ~atomic number! for the
targets used. Moreover, the weak dependence of the x
yield on the target used points to an internal effect consis
with the IDE mechanism. As noted above, the x-ray emiss
for ions with no initial M-shell vacancies occurs at highe
energy due to emission before filling of theN shell, i.e., few
spectator electrons. Thus, the IDE mechanism occurs du
the early stages of the ion neutralization process. The e
stages of the neutralization~above surface capture! are con-
trolled by the work function of the surface. The work fun
tions for the targets used in this study are all approximate
eV. The lack of dependence of the IDE x-ray yield on t
surfaces investigated is consistent with IDE occurring ea
in the neutralization.

On the other hand, for thorium ions with an initial va
cancy in theM shell, the measured x-ray yield exhibits
dependence on the targetZ, with the highest yield occurring
for the silicon target and the lowest yield for the gold targ
~Fig. 2!. This result can be explained by considering the d
ferences in the neutralization of highly charged ions strik
insulators compared to metals. In the former case, the lo
number of electrons available from the solid tends to
crease the fluorescence yield due to slower filling of the in
shells, thereby reducing the competitive Auger deexcitat
channel@13#. This conclusion is further supported by th
observation~not shown! of a shift to higher x-ray energie

FIG. 2. Measured integratedM x-ray yields for thorium projec-
tiles interacting with various targets. Thex axis refers to the initial
charge state of the ion expressed in terms of the number of in
vacancies in theM shell ~Th631 corresponds to oneM vacancy!.
Negative values refer to the number of electrons initially presen
theN shell. A very weak dependence of the x-ray yield on the tar
used is observed for the negative values~no M vacancies!, whereas
there is a stronger dependence of the yield on the target use
ions that carry initialM vacancies. A representative error bar
shown. See text for discussion of errors.
3-4
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for the mainM x-ray peak in the case of silicon compared
gold, a result which implies fewerN-shell electrons at the
time of x-ray emission for silicon. Similar differences ha
been observed for all the projectiles with initialM vacancies
used in this experiment. No such energy shift is observ
however, from one target to another for theM x-ray lines
attributed to IDE~projectiles with noM vacancies!.

At 231028 Torr, the foil surfaces will remain clean fo
;100 s from background gases that have a sticking proba
ity of 1. The background gas consisted principally of hyd
gen, water, and carbon monoxide. For clean gold and si
foils at room temperature, the residence time for water on
surface is nearly zero@14#. Molecular adsorption of hydro
gen at room temperature is again near zero for all surfa
investigated. Dissociative adsorption of hydrogen is a
vated on all surfaces studied@15,16#, yielding near zero cov-
erage of atomic hydrogen. Carbon monoxide and water
have near zero residence time on the carbon foil surfac
room temperature@17#. Carbon monoxide adsorption on si
ver and gold occurs readily only on partially oxidized su
faces. Gold and silver surfaces are difficult to oxidize
1028 Torr @13#. Carbon monoxide does not appreciably a
sorb on silicon surfaces at room temperature@18#. While
water has a fairly high sticking probability~;0.2! on silicon
at low temperatures, at room temperature the sticking pr
ability is low due to the short residence time of water in t
mobile precursor state@19#. Thus, the foils used in this
study—silicon, carbon, silver and gold—are particularly fo
giving and will remain clean during the course of a measu
ment ~;1000 s!. The observation of no effect of the x-ra
emission for Thq1 58,q,62 with a foil target is due to the
IDE process occurring early in the neutralization proce
and early neutralization is controlled by the work function
the surface. The work functions for these targets are
within 0.4 eV of 5 eV@20#.

Finally, strong differences in the measuredM x-ray yields
for incident ions with no initialM vacancies are observe
depending on the initial number of electrons in theN shell.
These are the x rays that are attributed to the IDE mec
nism. While only those ions with zero or one electron in t
N shell give rise toM x rays for incident xenon and hol
mium,M x rays are observed for ions with up to six electro
in the N shell for gold and thorium.

Further analysis of the measured yields gives evide
that the IDE mechanism also exists for ions with an init
vacancy in theM shell. In the left part of Fig. 3, the x-ray
yield for thorium projectiles divided by the initial number o
vacancies in theM shell is plotted against the initial numbe
of M vacancies. It is seen that this ratio tends to decre
with an increasing number ofM vacancies. It would be ex
pected, however, that this ratio should be constant if theM
x-ray yield is nearly proportional to the number of initialM
vacancies, or should increase slightly because of the red
screening of the core for higher charge states, thereby re
ing in a higher radiative rate. However, by subtracting
x-ray yield obtained for Ni-like ions~i.e., no M vacancy!
from the total x-ray yield, and then dividing by the numb
of initial M vacancies, a more constant value of this ratio
obtained as seen in the right-hand side of Fig. 3, thus in
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cating an IDE contribution for ions with initialM vacancies.
Evidence for this IDE contribution can also be seen direc
from Fig. 1 for holmium, gold, and thorium projectiles
where there exists a structure on the high-energy side of
main peak for the upper spectrum corresponding to one
tial M vacancy in each case. Furthermore, for Th631 ~oneM
vacancy! the radiative yield is nearly equal to the IDE yie
for Th621 in this high-energy region.

From the measured data, it is possible to assess the
portance of the IDE yield~for ions with no initial M va-
cancy! with respect to the ‘‘normal’’ radiative yield~for ions
possessing an initialM vacancy! as a function of theZ of the
projectile. In Fig. 4, we plot the ratio of the x-ray yiel
obtained from incident Ni-like ions to that obtained for inc

FIG. 3. M x-ray yields for thorium ions divided by the numbe
of initial M vacancies. The targets used were silicon, carbon,
gold foils. Left: Total x-ray yields divided by the number of initia
M vacancies. Right: Total x-ray yields minus the measured yield
incident ions without anM vacancy divided by the number of initia
M vacancies. Representative error bars are shown in each pane
text for discussion of errors.

FIG. 4. Ratios ofM x-ray yields for incident ions with no initial
M vacancy to those for ions with one initialM vacancy as a func-
tion of theZ of the projectile for the data in Fig. 1.
3-5
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dent Co-like ions. In the case of xenon, the ratio found
about 15%, whereas for thorium the ratio is nearly 60
However, it is not clear if this strong projectileZ dependence
reflects an increasing IDE probability with projectileZ be-
cause the fluorescence yield of the radiating ions must
be taken into account. In Ref.@8# it was assumed that th
M-shell fluorescence yields for ions with and without initi
M vacancies were equal. In this case, the IDE probability
be determined from the experimental measurement of
x-ray yields for ions with and without an initialM vacancy,
respectively, if the value of fluorescence yield is known.

However, theM-shell fluorescence yields may not sca
the same way for ions with or without an initialM vacancy.
This is because there are apparently fewerN-shell electrons
present at the time of x-ray emission in the case of the I
as evidenced by the shift to higher energies for the x r
emitted by ions with no initialM vacancies. Additionally,
strong differences in the fluorescence yield can arise fr
the differences in the dynamics of hollow atom formati
and neutralization below the surface of the solid. As d
cussed above, based on their shapes, energy shifts, and
tive intensities,M x rays resulting from IDE are likely to be
emitted in an earlier stage of the hollow atom deexcitat
process compared toM x rays emitted from ions with an
initial M vacancy. Also, in going from xenon to thorium, th
capture of electrons from the solid does not take place
the same shells. Capture takes place into those proje
shells closest in energy to the valence band of the solid@21#.
This means that the principal quantum numbern of the shell
into which capture occurs increases with theZ of the projec-
tile, thus leading to fewerN-shell electrons at the time o
x-ray emission for higherZ values. In the case of xenon, fo
example, the shift in x-ray energy is very small for the ID
yield compared to the ‘‘normal’’ x-ray yield~see Fig. 1!, but
for xenon theN shell is very close to the continuum leadin
to very fast filling of this shell. In this case, the fluorescen
yields associated with ions having zero or one initialM va-
cancy are likely to be nearly equal, thereby allowing a de
mination of the IDE probability from the x-ray yields d
rectly ~15% for xenon!.

As the Z of the projectile increases, the filling of theN
shell takes place more slowly and occurs mainly by casc
ing as evidenced by the observed increase in the yield ofN x
rays for higherZ ~these results are not shown here!. How-
ever, since the IDE mechanism is presumed to occur a
early stage of the hollow atom decay process, the elec
demoted into the 4f subshell may then subsequently fill th
vacancy created in theM shell by emitting an x ray. Thus, th
IDE process enhances the probability for x-ray emission
er
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rs
P
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the high-Z projectiles due to the lack of electrons present
theN shell, which effectively reduces the competitive Aug
decay channel. Consequently, for holmium, gold, and t
rium ions it is likely that the fluorescence yield associat
with the decay of the vacancy created in theM shell in the
IDE process is considerably larger than that associated
the decay of anM vacancy in the incident ion. For exampl
a fluorescence yield enhancement of a factor of 4 in the c
of thorium projectiles with noM vacancies would give an
IDE probability equal to that for xenon~see above!.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion,M x-ray emission has been observed for
broad range of ions having no initial vacancy in theM shell
following their interaction with various solid targets. Simila
measurements were conducted for ions possessing initiaM
vacancies for comparison. The spectral features observe
the M x rays emitted from incident Ni-like ions, i.e., ion
with no initial M vacancy, point to x-ray emission that take
place at an early stage of the hollow atom deexcitation p
cess following the interaction of the highly charged ion w
a surface. Here, early means before the electrons capture
the incident ion have time to cascade into theN shell. For
incident ions without an initialM vacancy, the apparent in
dependence of the observedM x-ray yield on the target used
suggests a mechanism internal to the deexciting atomic
tem for producing theM vacancy. The features of the ob
servedM x-ray spectra are consistent with the IDE mech
nism proposed by Schuchet al. @8#. For incident ions having
an initial M vacancy, the data indicate also anM x-ray con-
tribution from IDE that competes with inner-shell filling be
low the surface in the neutralization process of high
charged ions. It remains unclear, however, whether the I
probability increases with theZ of the projectile or if the
observed increase in theM x-ray yield with increasingZ is
related to more efficient radiative decay associated with
ferences in the dynamics of hollow atom neutralization fro
one ion to another.
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